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J. HE SUBJECT IS controversial. Should the homebuilder try to stress relieve his 4130 welded structures with a torch? The act of stress relieving a weldment is simple, and although highly recommended by many expert welders, it is poopooed (no such word . . . it just sounds right) by others just as well qualified. The treatment requires



that the weld, and the metal areas adjacent to it, be heated uniformly with an acetylene torch to bring the metal to a dull red (approximately 1,000°F) condition and then cooled in still air. That's it. Now, why should this be necessary? When steel is heated as in welding, it increases in size in all its dimensions. While the weld is progressing, a rather narrow zone adjacent to it will reach a plastic condition and ultimately a molten state if the heating continues. This uneven heating sets up stresses in the metal. The metal that is further away from the flame will resist the expansion taking place in the weld area. Meanwhile back at the weld, the tremendous initial pressures exerted by the heated metal become less resistant to the surrounding pressures of the cooler metal. The plastic center begins to yield to the compression force, which is now capable of buckling the plasticized metal in the weld area. This processs continues along the line of the weld. And since all of the pressure or stress is not relieved in the process, these stresses remain trapped, or locked-in as the saying goes.



Among those who say that the stress relief of a weld with a torch is not necessary or is not recommended, are some very good welders. Undoubtedly, these welders follow a welding procedure much like this — . . . preheat the metal, make the weld, and complete the process by playing the torch over the entire vicinity of the weld until the molten area has cooled down to a red-heat. Then, and only then, is the torch finally withdrawn. What these welders are doing, in effect, is stress relieving the weldment at the same time it is made. That makes good sense. After all, why leave a newly completed weld where the metal is already thoroughly heated without completing the job? Why should it be necessary to return some time later when the weld and the surrounding metal is totally cold? You would only have to start anew by raising the metal's temperature to that dull red condition necessary for the stress relief you wish to obtain. It is easy to see that essentially the same results are achieved in both instances except that one welder is more experienced and more frugal with his time and energy. I can understand why such a welder would say that he never stress relieves his welds. Nor is there any conflict in my mind with the procedures adopted and



practiced by manufacturers and the professional aerospace engineers as well as factory representatives who



in the metal. As soon as the welding is completed, the molten metal, if it is permitted to do so, begins to cool down, somewhat more rapidly in comparison to the surrounding areas which will not have been heated much. In effect, this uncontrolled cooling causes an uneven contraction in the metal, as the cool metal further from the vicinity of the weld induces a quenching effect. This



believe that the best way to stress relieve a welded 4130 structure is not with a torch but in an oven. Can't argue with that logic. But, I guess their stand is primarily based on the opinion that torch stress relieving is undesirable because the area involved may not be uniformly and thoroughly heated. This is possibly true with some builders who do not take the time to switch to a larger welding tip and those who may not be as careful in heating the areas uniformly and methodically. After all,



effect, of course, would even be greater if there were a



its easy to inadvertently get some places too hot.



nearby weld cluster or a welded fitting. Anyone who has welded an engine mount or other structure requiring the exact alignment and positioning of mounting holes will attest to the fact that, without rigid jigging, the assembly would crawl around during



In real life, however, finding an oven to stress relieve an entire fuselage is like finding the pot at the end of the rainbow. So, the option remains, either to stress relieve the completed welds with a torch or to modify the



Distortion also is a by-product of these complex changes



'the welding, as if it were alive. Indeed, the expansion of the metal from the heat of welding and its subsequent cooling and contraction are usually so drastic that the builder must allow for the effect of this distortion. Ordinarily, such stresses are not as severe nor do they present a problem in simple welded joints that are subjected only to static tension, torsion, or compression. No problem that is, provided the metal's ductility has not been seriously impaired by the welding. It is mostly with larger parts that are highly loaded, and perhaps subjected to vibration during their service life that the prospect of cracking or failure of the weld must be faced. So, we do have something to think about in regard to the locked-in stresses of welding. Is this a serious enough condition to require some form of stress relief, or should it be ignored because the homebuilder is unable to heat treat the entire assembly in a furnace? 60 JANUARY 1979



welding technique to assure that the classic pre-heat, weld, and post heat applications serve to accomplish the same end result. Recently, someone tried to convince me that when one attempts to stress relieve a weldment with an acetylene torch (as opposed to using an oven) he simply moves the stresses outward from the welded area, but does not relieve them. That argument concluded with the observation that it would therefore, be more desirable to have these stresses in a welded cluster where the structure was the strongest as opposed to moving them outward on the tubing where the structure was weakest. I don't know why but the remark was added . . . "this, of course, is based on the assumption that 4130 steel was being used in a properly designed structure." I find that supposition faulty for the most part. It might be true if there were some sort of heat sink a short distance away from the weld which might have a
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quenching effect on an unevenly heated weldment. However, it seems that during a properly executed stress relief effort this would not be true. Here's why. The weld area is thoroughly pre-heated and brought up to a dull red condition and, therefore, the heated areas of the metal will range outward to an almost red, very hot, hot, not so hot, to a relatively cool and ultimately cool condition some distance away from the weld. How could such a gradual thermal change in the metal from the weldment to the remainder of the metal cause seri-



ous stresses to be moved further outward on the tube as these folks suggest? Again, an exception might be if there were an adjacent welded cluster that was not included in the heating process. The fact remains that people who obviously have much experience in this area do honestly disagree on this particular point. Maybe the real disagreement is not so much whether to stress relieve or not, but with the technique utilized in making welds. Other Matters Involving Stress In Welds



The Matter of pre-heating — What is the best way



to begin a weld in 4130 steel? Certainly, not with a concentrated application of the flame directly to the joint.



Such a modus operand! (that's Texas talk for ...



technique) may result in committing certain critical welds to a short-lived future even though a fairly good



looking uniform weld was obtained. Additionally, a welding procedure like that introduces internal stresses in the adjoining metal in the manner discussed earlier. The proper starting procedure is to always take the time to pre-heat the metal before starting to weld. The work should be approached with the flame in a playful manner, if you will, playing the flame over the entire area until it is evenly heated. This pre-heating is especially important when there is a nearby welded joint. It doesn't mean though, that the surrounding metal must be raised to a red hot condition . . . not at all. Weld With the Grain? — Metal does have grain, you know. Somewhat like that in wood. It results from the manufacturing process and is a factor to consider whenever bending metal or welding it. The grain in tubing is noticeable and runs the length of the tube in 62 JANUARY 1979



EDGES WELDED



straight lines. The grain in flat steel stock is likewise visible to the eye and is further delineated by the orientation of the lines of painted specification numbers and letters across the sheet. Experience has shown that cracks tend to develop in welds made against the grain. Therefore, whenever possible welds should be made in the. direction of the grain and not against it. Examples shown in Figure 1 illustrate several examples of this little heeded peculiarity.



Protect the Weld Against Oxidation — Once the



metal is heated to a molten state and the welding puddle forms, air should not be permitted to reach the white hot metal at any time. Use the outer envelope of the flame as a protective blanket against oxidation. This protective blanket must not ever be totally removed even when changing to a new welding rod or readjusting the flame. Certainly, not until the weld is completed and the heated metal has been allowed to cool down to a red heat. End the Weld Properly — Do not immediately withdraw the torch and marvel at the good looking weld you just completed. Instead, take your time and play the flame over the completed weld area until it cools to a red heat condition. The gradual withdrawal of the heat after the weld is completed minimizes the likelihood of cracks developing, or more likely, the appearance of



small pin holes in the cooling puddles where the welds



terminate. Furthermore, this procedure improves the ductility of the weld and minimizes the quenching effect the adjacent cooler metal may have. If all this seems familiar to you by now, I would hope so. Beware of Breezes — Those gentle caressing breezes drifting through your workshop during those hot sultry summer days may be great for you, but they are bad for your welding. When welding 4130 steel do not expose it to any cooling by air in motion. This is an air hardening steel and it will develop cracks when subjected to any sudden cooling, however gentle it might feel to you. That means you should close any door near the welding area and shut off those fans, too, while you are welding. For that matter, you better make sure that your dog doesn't wag his tail, either.
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